ORGANIZATION

SlaveFree Today / Journal of Modern Slavery, United States of America pledges to

Publish a child labour focused issue of Journal of Modern Slavery & podcast episode, and host a journal issue launch webinar
Publish a child labour focused issue of Journal of Modern Slavery & podcast episode, and host a journal issue launch webinar

**Name:**
Publish child labour focused issue of Journal of Modern Slavery & podcast episode and host journal issue launch webinar

**Description:**
We believe that the key to ending child labour is doing quality research and getting that highest quality, evidence-based research and knowledge to frontline providers, policymakers, and the general public. We provide free access to those who need it most, leveraging knowledge to create the greatest impact.

The main beneficiaries are front line workers, researchers, policymakers and anyone who is interested in best practices and research-based approaches to ending child labour.

The indirect beneficiaries are children caught in or at risk for being caught in child labour.

The key problems that we are trying to solve are lack of and access to evidence-based research and best practices.

The tools we will use to accomplish our goals are our website (WordPress), Scholastica (submission platform), email, sound editing software, Libsyn (podcast hosting/publishing platform), webinar hosting platform, social media accounts.

**Implementation plan:**
- Meet with guest editors and develop a Call for Papers for this journal issue.
- Post call for papers on the website; share with all our networks.
- Submission deadline
- Review & revision process
- Final submissions
- Formatting and proof review
- Publication
- Schedule webinar with host & panel; schedule podcast interview(s)
- Create questions & brief guests
- Share event info via all our networks
- Record podcast episode
- Publish podcast episode
SLAVEFREE TODAY / JOURNAL OF MODERN SLAVERY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

- Host panel discussion webinar
- Add to our website
- Share recording with attendees & registrants
- Post to our website
- Share via our networks

**Impact:**
By publishing a Child Labour focused issue of the Journal of Modern Slavery, SlaveFree Today expects to gather papers that recognise the complexity and multi-dimensionality of tackling child labour. We are looking for contributions of theoretical frameworks, interventions and practical examples that demonstrate promise in interrupting the drivers of child labour and offering pathways to long-term progress.

In addition to this issue, SlaveFree Today and the Journal of Modern Slavery will host a podcast episode and journal launch webinar to share this valuable knowledge with all stakeholders, increasing their ability to do their work in the sector.